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About This Game

Headcrab Frenzy is a free dynamic action Half-Life mod which allows you to quench a desire to destroy these little bouncy
critters to your heart's content, hold records, get achievements, and try your hand at cooperative gameplay, competing in public
statistics. Two game modes, six maps, several headcrab types and gradually increasing "frenzy" scale which can be periodically
vent - that's the crux of the mod. Is it casual? There is no doubt. But that's not so simple. To achieve high results and score more
points you'll have to resort to various tricks: make combos, ensnare headcrabs, use power-ups (there are four in the game), and
prevent other players from scoring, pushing them away by a secondary attack of your crowbar. Each map has its own tricks. By

discovering them, you'll find out more ways to get high scores and take the first place in tournament tables!

GAME RULES

You start game with 5 lives. Every time you die, you may respawn, until your lives are zero. If they are, the game ends.

When you kill 40 headcrabs, you gain extra health points.

When you kill 200 headcrabs, you gain extra life.

Your health is regenerating with the rate of 2 hp/sec. The faster you move, the faster the regeneration process is.

Maximum number of alive headcrabs increases over the time.

Headcrabs' health and damage increases over the time also!
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Killing several headcrabs very fast results in a COMBO!

Combo temporarily increases you crowbar's damage, the higher is combo - the longer is increase.

When you kill headcrabs, you gain "frenzy". Combos give additional "frenzy" points.

If your "frenzy" is full, you may activate it with reload key, to do 16x damage and get extra score!

First crowbar swing does full damage, subsequent do the half.

Secondary attack of the crowbar is more powerful, but is slower. The amount of "frenzy" points got for killing by such
attack, depends on weapon's upgrade value. If the secondary attack doesn't kill a headcrab, it pushes him away. It is also
possible to push away other players!

Every minute your crowbar is slightly upgraded - it does more damage, critical hit chance is increased, and "frenzy"
mode lasts for a longer time.

If you kill headcrab tracking you with anything but you crowbar, you get an extra score! This is called "Nice catch".

There are more minor rules - just play and discover them!

GAME MODES

Ladder - different headcrab types are spawned sequentially.

Random - all headcrab types are spawned randomly. Ladder mode goes into this mode after all types are spawned.

POWER-UPS

Invulnerability - player is physically invulnerable for all damage types.

Invisibility - headcrabs don't attack a player although still track him.

Regeneration - health regeneration is 3 times faster (6 hp/sec).

Lightning – while attacking, the crowbar periodically makes an electric discharge to the nearest target. The discharge
has chain effect stacking up to 8 targets.

Powerups last for 20 seconds. They respawn in 1 min plus-minus several seconds in a single player game. There may be
powerups of the certain type on maps, or a random powerup - it may be different on every respawn. Server may turn powerups

off or tweak their respawn times.

MAPS

There are 6 maps in the mod. After completing a level and learning the score, press an action key in several seconds, and you'll
travel to the next map (in multiplayer) or to the start map (in singleplayer). To complete Headcrab Frenzy for 100%, you have to

win each map for each skill level (easy, medium, and hard).

COOPERATIVE

Start the game after all players are in. It also can be restarted (using a hcf_restart command). To restart an internet server,
including official public server, use a spectator vote system (press DUCK, then VOTES, then select a restart vote in the menu).
Your multiplayer score is published on statistics server (only if you play on an official public server). Player is identified by his
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Steam ID. Please note that your score is published ONLY if you complete the level (either all players are dead, or a time limit is
hit), and server performs a level change.
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Title: Headcrab Frenzy!
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Crystice Softworks
Publisher:
Crystice Softworks
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or newer

Processor: CPU 500 MHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 Mb video card

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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still starving 1/19. Just the multiplayer version of Darwinia is all. Not exactly groundbreaking, just kinda cute and cool.

7 / 12. Flowers -Le volume sur printemps- , is a visual novel I had been dying to play for a long time. Despite being an hour or
so in, the game is written in a way that reminds me of other Innocent Grey games (Kara no Shojo 1 & 2). There is an emphasis
on not just plot, but the feelings of the main character, and those around her. You can truly feel her anxiety at starting a new
school, and just relate to it.

Like other Innocent Grey games, the artwork is breath-taking, and really compliments the story by being light and water-color
like. It is beautiful to behold, and adds to the game settings.

If you are looking for a Yuri game that has a beautiful story and artwork, then this is the game for you. It is worth every penny,
and I plan to continue to enjoy the journey and feels I am getting from it!. One of my top 3 local multiplayers game !. I got this
game as part of the Worms collection (which I got for 80% off on sale). Had I of purchased this game by itself at full price I
would have been really upset.

This game is from 1998 & sure looks & plays like it is, unlike many other games that have managed to grow old gacefully this
game is very limited in the resolution department & looks terible, it really hurts my eyes! (That really says something because to
this day I still play & enjoy Atari 2600, NES & Master System games)

If your looking for a good pinball game, this ain't it! The only way that this should end up on your Sream games list is if like
myself, you buy the Worms collection as the rest of the worms games are AWESOME!!!

Take care now, bye bye then!
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I want my money back. Seriously. This is the most F'd up piece of crap I've ever tried to play. I say tried to play because I could
never complete a level without it either crashing or it hitting some glitch that prevents you from completing the level and having
to start over again. Don't waist your time or money on this.. Would highly recommend this Visual Novel. Very high quality for a
free game. I'd say you can't go wrong with this novel. I give it a 9/10.. Interesting point&click adventure with nice character and
thrilling well written story. Difficulty is light and almost too novice friendly and thus playthrough won't last much more than
few hours, but this is not necessarily a bad thing if you prefer exciting storyline more than hard puzzles.. As you can see by my
time played im quite experience... so i know what im talking about.
Cult of the Wind is a great game for people who are like me and wish they could just transform into an aeroplane and fly, some
people want to be birds but i want to be plane. In the game you pretend to be an aeroplane flying around firing imaginary bullets,
come play with me its great.

also there are no players and only 1 server, the dedicated main server with a max of 16 people. no one actually plays this game.
15 bucks or how ever much it was well spent come join me. Ziro is an enjoyable and somewhat novel puzzle game that has
suprisingly good sound design, intuitive gameplay and a huge variety of puzzles to play though. The graphics are also quite well
done, allowing a 3D pan of the playfield with the right click button. Both the Steam Overlay and widescreen modes are
supported. The only criticism I have is the somewhat bizzare occasional splash screens that dole out life advice. Seriously, the
game tries to be your therapist or at least comes across as a political activist. That minor gripe aside, I found myself quickly
engaged by this title and a little hard to put down. For casual puzzle gamers, Ziro is an excellent option.. Not sure why bjut this
game does not work, either on my Mac uding wine or my P C. Please fix this.. E.Y.E: Divine Cybermancy. fun game add it on
android to !
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